Although the frequency of non-cash payments is growing globally, cash retains its status as the world’s number one payment method. Nine out of 10 payment transactions are handled in cash worldwide, and the total volume of global cash withdrawals has risen 8% each year. Knowing this, it is hardly surprising that the number of global ATMs is forecasted to grow continually as consumer demand for convenient cash access remains pronounced.

**Philosophy**
The CS285 is a through-the-wall weatherized cash dispenser with ergonomic system design. With its tested and proven media dispenser technology, it makes cash accessible in a small footprint as well as through unparalleled efficiency. It is also designed for fast, easy upgrades to satisfy additional requirements as they emerge. You also have the option to integrate advanced functionality, such as mobile-initiated cash transactions driven by QR codes or NFC technology.

**Make the Most of Automation**
The CS 285 offers convenience and efficiency enabling a stronger payment infrastructure in small towns and cities, as well as emerging markets. CS 285 features up to four cassettes, guaranteeing maximum availability, and a highly user-friendly interface that results in an intuitive product and enjoyable customer experience.

**Improve Operations and Revenue**
The CS 285 is ergonomically designed to suit any user group and features a robust construction that allows long-term operations. An anti-manipulation card slot, anti-skimming module, biometric solutions and high resolution cameras all address security concerns, enhance consumer confidence and maintain the integrity of your system. Combine these factors with dispenser technology that has proven its worth across the globe, and the result is a reliable system.
Features

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
CMD (Cash Media Dispenser Module)
- Withdrawals of up to 60 notes in a bundle
- Banknote reject/bundle retract

Banknote Storage
- 2 - 4 cassettes
- Max fill level: 310 mm
- Money low indicator
- Retract/reject cassette with 2 compartments

ENHANCED SECURITY
Physical
- Consumer awareness mirrors
- Anti-card-trapping functionality
- Intelligent operator authentication via CryptaStick
- Anti-manipulation card slot

Cyber
- Encrypting PIN Pad
- Secure Channel

System Options

SECURITY
- Portrait and cash slot cameras
- Consumer awareness mirrors
- ASKIM
- PIN Pad Shield
- Security safe
- Various CEN sales

DISPLAYS
- 15” XGA color consumer display screen
- Vandal-resistant screen with function keys and/or touchscreen
- High bright
- Privacy filter
- 8.4” or 10.4” rear service operator panel

PROCESSOR
- Celeron, i3, i5

ACCESSIBILITY
- Headphone jack

POWER ARCHITECTURE
- Basic Power Architecture

ID DEVICES
- Fingerprint reader
- EMV-ready card reader, Motorized or DIP
- Contactless card reader
- Barcode scanner 1D/2D

PRINTERS
- 80 mm receipt printer
- 80 mm enhanced graphical receipt printer
- Journal printer

Dimensions

Height: 1233 mm (48.5 inches)
Width: 450 mm (17.7 inches)
Depth: 692 mm (27.2 inches)